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1.INTRODUCTION

This Users Guide provides details of the 1983 Nationwide
Personal Transportat ion Study (IYPTS). It explains 1983 NPIS data
collection coding and tabulation procedures to assist tran~por-
tation planners and others who need comprehensive data on travel
and transportation patterns in the U“ited States. The 1983 LiPTS
updates information gathered during similar studies
1977.

in 1969 and

Publicly available tapes with data from the 1983 study
feature several refine!nents:

0 The data are arranged in five hierarchal files to
facilitate analysis;

0 The five data sets are available individually or as a
collection

0 The data are avaiIabIe in the Statistical Analysis
System (SAS), the Department of Laborls Table Producing
Language (TPL) or standard EBCDIC format.

The Users Guide includes a section that compares the 1983
study with the 1969 and 1977 studies. It discusses revisions of
the latest NPTS and coding procedures for achieving comparability
among the three studies. Appendix C is a Glossary of terms that
define terminology used in the report. The 1983 NPTS
questionnaire is reprinted in Appendix D. Appendix G is an order
form for 1983 NPTS data tapes.

Sponsorship

The Bureau of the Census conducted the 1983 NPTS under the
sponsorship of several agencies of the U.S. Department of
Transport tion (DOT). ‘The study was sponsored by the Federal
Highway Administration, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, the Urban ,Mass Transportation Adlninistration and
the Office of the Secretary.

Purpose

The National Personal Transportation Study compiles national
data on the nature and characteristics of travel. It addresses a
broad range of travel in the United States, providing data on all
personal trips by all purposes and all modes of transportation.
When the 1983 study is used in conjunction with previous NPTS
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studies, it is poss ible to track, over time, botb trave 1 and the
characteristics that contribute to that travel for the entire
na tion. NPTS data may be used to describe current trave 1
patterns and, given projections Of demographic changet it is a
valuable trend analysis tool to forecast future travel demand.

The 1983 NPTS essentially follows the data cOllect iOn design
used for previous studies. Information from a aample was
collected about all trips taken during a designated 24-hour
period (Travel Day). Additional detail was collected about trips
of 75 miles or further (one-way) that were taken during the
preceding 14-day period (Travel Period) including the 24-nour
travel day. The information consists of trips and travel by
purpose, mode, trip length, day-of-week. time-of-day, vehicle
used, and vehicle occupancy. Data about long trips include the
date on which the trip started and ended.

Scope

The

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1983 NPTS includes:

Household data that consist of codes for 20 different
ethnic origins; 9 codes for varietiea of relationships;
educational levels through graduate school; income
categories; availability and type Of the nearest public
transportation; and other demographic information.

Motor vehicle data including make! mOdel and tyPe ‘f
fuel and other vehicle related information.

Data on occupations and the travel-to-work patterns
including the usual trip mode, the time and distance Of
the work trip, ridesharing information, recent changes
in the means of transportation to work, and reasons for
the change.

Data about drivers including their driving experience
and their work travel.

Data describing trips taken during a 14-day period
(travel period), where the farthest POint Of the ‘riP
was at least 75 miles from home, including the date and
time the trip started and ended, the day of the week.
trip means, distance, number in travel party, and the
purpose of the trip.

Data about trips of any length that were taken during a
designated 24-hour period (travel day) including the
time when the trip began, length of the trip,
composition of the travel party, trip means, purpose of
the trip and vehicle used.

Data about accident history and the use of safety
devices in household vehicles including frequency and
reasons for seat belt and motorcycle helmet use.

2
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11.SURVEY
PROCEDURESMD M~DOLOGY

Data for the 1983 RPTS were gathered between February 1983
and January 1984. The sample consists of approxilnately 6,500
households, drawn from expired Current Population SUrvey iCPS)
units and a smaIl number of housing units built since January
1980. People in the selected households were interviewed only
once. Each month. for a year, people in a different group of
households were interviewed, Each household in the sample was
assigned a specific 24-hour ~travel day~ for which detailed
information on all travel was collected. UTravel daysn always
occurred during the first 14 days in each month. People in the
sample households were interviewed on the day following the
designated travel day. The data include inforination about all
people who were members of the sample household on the date of
interview.

Interviewing Procedures

Bureau of the Census employees personally visited the people
in each sample household to obtain NPTS data. The vists were
preceded by a Ietter from the Director of the Bureau of the
Census to inform each household about the Nationwide Personal
Transportation Study and to solicit their cooperation. h4embers
of the sample households were interviewed within four days of
their designated ‘travel day.~ Household members who were absent
at the time of the interview were contacted by telephone. Each
person over the age of 14 was asked to report all trips they had
taken during the designated 24 hour “travel, day”, as well as
trips of 75 miles and longer (one-way distance from home to
farthest point on the trip) taken during the 14-day “travel
period” ending on the ‘travel day.m A knowledgeable household
member, age 14 or over, was asked to report all trips (excluding
bicycling and walking trips) taken by household members between
the ages of 5 and 13 years.

Data CoIIection

Collection of the 1983 NPTS data was undertaken by the
Bureau of the Census’ permanent professional field staff, located
in 12 RegionaI Offices throughout the United States.

Each staff member was thoroughly trained prior to beginninS
work on the survey. Interviewers received about three days of
classroom training plus self-training materials. Additional home
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Study ma teria1s and c1assroom training were planned throughout
the interviewing per iod. Formal training was supplemented by on-
the-job training sufficient to insure job performance at the
level of established standards. Quality control measures, such
as editing returns, observing interviews and reinterviewing
selected sample households, were employed throughout the survey.

Data Processing

The major steps
the 1983 NPTS included

performed hy the Bureau of the Census for
clerical editing and coding of the NPTS-1

Questionnaire (Sections I through VI~ plus Household Informa-
tion), full transcription of the data to magnetic tape; computer
edit of the data to ensure completeness and consistency; calcula-
tion of the weighting factors for each household; and computation
of variance and calculation of statistical reliability of the
data. The FHWA tabulated the edited and weighted da”ta upon
receipt of the tapes, from the Bureau of the Census.

Data Editing

The Bureau of the Census, in cooperation with FHWA, devel-
oped specifications for editing the ra~ 1983 NPTS data. In this
section, a brief description is given of each type of edit-
related procedure performed, and examples are included. In some
cases, detailed descriptions are presented.

1. Data Sets

The NPTS data file was initially sorted by Panel, PSU, and
NPTS serial number. Each household was sorted internally so
that, within a household, the data is in sequence by:

a) General household data (items 1-25c). Household roster
data (items 11-21 for each person) were placed in
sequence by relationship code (item 12b) and line num-
ber (item 11).

b) Data for each trip within the 14-day travel period.
Data for each trip in the travel day, and data from
Section VII (Use of Safety Devices in Household
Vehicles).

2. Blanks and NA (Not Ascertained) Codes

Procedures have been followed to be certain that every data
field on the edited data tapes is filled with characters. To
accompl ish this the character(s) ‘9” (representing ‘not ascer-
tained”) was placed in every unfilled field except for item 12b
(relationship) and item 24e (make/model code) prior to the edit.
Where applicable, the ~9~s were replaced with good entries during
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the edit. Following the edit, any blank data fields were filled
with ~8fls(representing bIanks).

3. Military Time

Following the accomplishment of the edit procedure for a
nousehold, each time entry (coded in a.in.or p.m.) was converted
to ‘roilitary” time (that is, time expressed between 0001 (12:01
a.m.) and 2400 (12:00 midnight).

4. Completeness and Duplicate Records Check

Edit checks were made to assure that, in cases of a non-
interview, an appropriate status (item 9) has been coded. Con-
versely, where the data obviously shows that an interview has
been made, itein 9, Noninterview Status, has been blanked when
coded.

Dupl icate records were considered to be those having the
same NPTS control number and extra unit designation, if any.
Where these were found, the first record containing the config-
uration has been accepted and the others dropped. Counts of the
dropped records have been provided to FHWA.

5. Range Edits

All items that showed codes outside the specified code
range for those items where range limits have been established
have been recoded as ‘not ascertained” (generally, filled with
ff9#(s)).

Exam~: An entry of 110011in the month or day position Of————
date the interview was completed has heen changed to ‘99”. The
rest of the date has been accepted as coded, provided it is
within the specified range(s).

6. Completeness and Consistency Edits

A series of edits were developed to assure that entries in
selected fields throughout the data appear logical in view of
entries in other data fields. Checks for completeness were
derived from the fact that certain fields must contain entries if
other fields are coded. Where data is obviously missing, rules
for coding the missing data have been developed. ,Miscodings,
such as data for different household melnbers, both coded with the
same line number, are included in the edits.

In the above-mentioned case where there is a line
number-~ ation, the line number having the most data asso-
ciated with it was accepted, and the data-was blanked for the
remaining line number(s). Should all the duplicate line numbers
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have the same amount of data, the first line number sequentially
was accepted, and the remaining line numbers were blanked.

Example: The year and the date a household vehicle was——— —
purchased or acquired is earlier than the model year for the
vehicle. In such cases, the year of the acquisition data is set
to the model year.

7. ‘Not Ascertained~ (N/Aj Edits

Review of the entries in certain data fields makes it
obvious that certain other data fields should contain an entry of
‘not ascertained.w Where other data appear edit procedures
assure that the more appropriate N/A entry was substituted.

Exam~: A code indicates that the nearest public trans--—
portatlon stop is within two miles of the interviewed household,
but the code for type of transportation available is not a valid
one. The edit will substitute a N/A entry in the type of trans-
portation available field.

8. Blanking Edits

This type of edit is designed to check for no data respon-
ses in areas where questions should not have been asked because
of a specific response to a previous question. Where data is
found in such areas, “8”(s) (representing blanks) were
substituted in the field(s) that should have been skipped.

Example: Where the type of vehicle
cycle or a motorized bicycle, items 24d
blanks, as the questions do not apply.

Sample Design - How Sample was Selected

(item 24c) is a motor-
through 24j should be

The 1983 NPTS was based on a national probability sample of
aPPrOximateIy 7,900 households selected from each of the 50
states and the District of Columbia, and representing the total
civilian noninstitutional population of the United States. How-
ever, 1,000 of these household units were found to be vacant,
demolished, converted to nonresidential 1 use, or otherwise in-
eligible for the survey. Of the 6,900 households eligible for
interviewing, approximately 450 were nOt interviewed because the
occupants were not home after repeated calls, refused to partici-
pate in the survey or because they were unavailable for some
other reason(s). This resulted in a net of 6,438 sample
households.

Almost all of the NPTS sample units had previously been
interviewed for the Current Population Survey (CPS), which is
conducted monthly by the Bureau of the Census for the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The CPS is designed to measure the change in
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the rate of unemployment using a stratified mul ti-stage c1uster
sampl e. Exhibit II-1 displays the steps taken in obtaining the
sample. In the first stage, the country was divided into primary
sampling units (PSUIS) consisting of counties, groups of cOun-
ties, or independent cities. Approximately 1,930 PSUTS were
formed and grouped into 376 strata. Among these strata, 156
consisted of a single PSU and thus calne into the sample with
certainty. These strata generally contained the larger metro-
politan areas. The remaining 220 PSU strata were formed by
combining I?SUis that possessed similar characteristics (i.e.,
geographic region, population density, population growth rate and
proportion of each race within the population).

From each multi-PSU stratum, one PSU (termed nonself-repre-
senting [NSR]) was selected for the sample with a probability
proportionate to its 1970 Census population. In addition, 54 of
the smaller single-PSU strata were made nonself-represent ing
PSUIS for NPTS, and these and the 220 NSR PSU]S were paired based
on their 1970 Census population and other geographic considera-
tions. one PSU from each pair was selected for NPTS, and the
largest 102 single-PSU!s were selected for the sample,

Within the sample PSUIS, a sample of housing units enumer-
ated in the 1970 Census of Population was selected for the CPS in
several stages. The first stage was the selection of a sample of
census enumeration districts (ED’s) - administrative units used
in the 1970 Census. The probability of selection of an El)was
proportionate to its population.

In the second step, clusters of about four neighboririg
housing units (termed segments) were selected within each sample
ED. Most segments were selected from the list of addresses for
the ED compi led in the 1970 Census. However, in the EDUS where
addresses were incomplete or inadequate (mainly rural areas), the
selection process was accomplished using area sampling methods.
These EDIs were divided into small land areas with well-defined
~~;;daries, having an expected size of four, or a multiple of

, housing units. Those with more than four housing units
were further subsampled at enumeration time so that only four
housing units were chosen for interview.

In order for the sample to include housing units built
since 1970, building permits issued since January of that year
were used. These permits were chronologically arrayed by Inonth
issued, and compact clusters of approximately four housing units
were created and sampled using the appropriate sampling rate. In
areas where building permits were not issued, housing units
constructed since 1970 were sampled using the area sampling
method described above,
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Each segment (except for special places) was subsarnpled at
a rate of approximately 1 in 3.5 to further reduce the sample
size. Therefore, perhaps one, or sometimes two, housing units of
each segment were selected for NPTS interview.

Because the above-described sample selection process re-
sulted in the inclusion of only those households previously
interviewed for CPS, updating of the selected sample was neces-
sary to include bousing units built since the time of the CPS.
However, this was accomplished only in permit-issuing areas. The
NPTS sample did not include any housing units constructed in non-
permit-issuing areas for 2 to 3 1/2 years following the CPS
sample.
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Ill. 1983 NPTS
QUESmONNAIRE

The 1983 NPTS questionnaire (Form iiPTs-1) consists of seven
numbered sections plus a section for household information. A
brief description of each sect iOn is given below, and a copy of
the NPTS-1 is included in Appendix D to provide necessary detail
for the data user.

Household Information

This section contains information on type of structure of
the home, together with tenure and land use, and demographic data
for each household member including birth date, age, sex, race,
marital status, ethnic origin or descent, armed forces status,
and education. Family income during the past 12 months is also
included by range categories. Appendix H also shows which U.S.
cities were part of the survey and whether or not the city had a
rail system.

Section I: Motorized Vehicle Record

Included in this section is information on each of the tnotor
vehicles available for use by members of the household during the
14-day travel period covered hy the survey. Type of vehicle,
model year, type of transmi&siOn, number of cylinders, air con-
ditioning, seating capacity, safety equipment, vehicle ownership,
status (new or used) at acquisition, miles driven during the past
year (or f~om date of purchase if less than 12 months previous),
type of fuel used, and whether or not the vehicle was used at
least four times a month to go to work are the items coded for
each vehicle.

Section II: Availability of Public Transportation

This section contains information regarding the proximity
and type of public transportation (bus, train, streetcar, and
subway or elevated rail) available to the household.

Section III: Occupation and Travel to Work

For each household member 16 years of age or older, ques-
tions on occupation during the previous week, including employer
or self employment information, kind of work, principal means of
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transport ation to work, dr iving arrangement ts (i.e., carpoo 1 or
vanpool), change (if any) in principal means of transportation tO
work within the last year (including reasons for the change),
parking arrangements at work, and time and distance from home to
work.

Section IV: Driver Information

In this section vehicle drivers in the household who are at
least 16 years of age are asked to report: information on miles
driven during the past year and on work-related driving mileage
on the average work day, the travel day, and during the 14-day
travel period is also gathered. The type of vehicle used in
work-related driving is also requested.

Section V: 14-Day Travel Period

Trips of at least 75 miles in length (from home to farthest
point on the trip) with a return to home, taken during the 14-day
period ending on the travel day are gathered in this section.
For each trip, each household member 14 years of age and over is
asked to supply information regarding the destination, the date
and time the trip began, the other household members on the trip,
the number of persons in the travel party, means of transpor-
tation, household vehicle used, the reasons and main purpose for
the trip, household date and time of arrival at the destination,
and the total distance of the trip (including any side trips
taken along the way). Information for household members between
the ages of 5 and 13 is obtained from older members of the
household. Similar information is obtained for both the outgoing
and return portions of each qualifying trip. Provision is
included for determining whether or not the same trip has been
reported by another member of the household in order to avoid
duplication.

Section VI: Travel Day

All travel undertaken on the designated travel day, regard-
less of trip length, is addressed in tbis portion of the ques-
tionnaire. As in the previous section, all household members 14
years old and over are asked for trip and travel infOrLnatlOn.
Information for household members between the ages of 5 and 13 is
obtained from older household members. The travel day is con-
sidered to begin at 4:00 a.m. on the designated day and end at
3:59 a.m. on the following day. Walking and bicycling trips for
household members under the age of 14 are not included.

For each trip made during the travel day, the main purPOse
of the trip, reason for each household member being on tne trip,
time the trip began, trip length (trip duratiOn), the number Of
people in the travel party, and the main ,neans of transportation
for the trip were requested. If the trip was made by private
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veh ic1e, add itiona 1 in forma tion on tha t veb icIe is obtained.
Availability of public transportation within one-half mile of the
trips beginning and end points is checked, together with the
reasons for using or not using public transportation.
Section V,

As in
cbecks are included to determine whether other house-

hold members may have reported the same trip.

Section VII: Use of Safety Devices in Household Vehicles

This section is divided into two parts: Part A, for house-
hold members age 5 and above; and Part B, for household members
who are 4 years of age and younger.

Part A

Questions concerning each bousehold memberls practices con-
cerning the wearing of seat belts are presented in this part.
The use of seat helts on long trips, on short trips, in inclement
weather, when driving a vehicle (if 16 years of age or older),
when a front seat passenger and when a back seat passenger is
investigated. Reasons for wearing or for not wearing seat belts
are delineated, together with reasons for discontinuing seat belt
use, if applicable.

If one of the household vehicles is a motorcycle, infor-
mation on helmet use is obtained for each household member
driving the motorcycle. Finally, for those bousehold members who
are licensed drivers, accident experience during tbe previous
year is obtai]
household veh

Part B

InfOrmat

ed together with number of injuries sustained in a
cle(s).

on is obtained on the use by the household of child
safety seat(s), the position of the seat, ‘if used, whether or not
the seat has a built-in belt or internal harness, if used,
whether the vehiclels seat belt is fastened around the childis
seat and whether the child has ever been injured (and/or treated
in a hospital) as a result of a traffic accident of emergency
stop while not in the child safety seat.



IV.NPTSPUBLICUSE
DATASTRUCTUREANDDATAREQUEST

1983 NPTS Public Use Data Formats

The 1983 Public Use Data Tapes are being offered in three
formats: SAS, TPL, and EBCDIC. All formats originate from the
basic Census format which followed the questionnaire and contain
all enhancements and computed weights. The data is being offered
in the three formats to assist analysts in using the data. Below
is a description of each of the three data formats:

1) SAS - The Statistical Analysis System is one of the most
widely used statistical software packages. It allows
complex data manipulation and descriptive data presentation.
SAS is relatively easy to use and well documented.
its

One of
most powerfull features is its ability to handle

hierarchical files. This allows data files to be small and
to share information with related files. SAS also has the
capability of producing report quality tabulations and
graphics. A SAS PROC CONTENTS wil 1 accompany this publ ic
use tape.

2) TPL - The Table Producing Language was created by the
Departtnent of Labor for the purpose of producing report
quality tabulations. TPL has the advantage of having one
file containing the different hierarchies, this reduces the
amount of file handling necessary. The disadvantages are a
limit to data manipulation and presentation. A TPL COllEB~K
will accompany this public use tape.

3) EBCDIC - EBCDIC is the standard IBttidata file format-.
These files can be read into (or used by) any software
package or programming language. A file layout will be
accompany this public use tape.

The remainder of this User Guide will use SAS variable names and
reference the SAS version of the data sets. However, all data is
identical in the three versions of the data sets.
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1983 NPTS Public Use Data Structure

The original Census tapes were reformatted into the
following set of hierarchical files:

Household file
Person file
Vehicle file
Travel Day Trip file
Travel Period Trip file

The Household file contains the data elements from
Section II and the Household Inforn]at ion section of the
Questionnaire. The person file contained the elements from
Sections III and IV, and also from Sections VII A&B (the safety
information). The vehicle file contained the information from
Section 1. The travel day trip and the travel period trip files
contains the data from Sections VI and V, respectively.

These files were updated with the computation of new
variables and completion of the trip records. Descriptions of
the new variables and assumptions made in creating then} are
listed below. Also, the process involved determining whether a
trip was a household trip or not is described.

Household File

The following 18 variables were created and added to the SAS
household data set. The variable names as they appear on the
file, a brief description. and the method of calculation, if
needed, are given.

1) UND–16: Represents the number of persons 15 years old and
younger in each household.

2) OVER–16: Represents the number of persons 16 years old
and older in each household.

3) NUM–LIC: Represents tbe number of licensed drivers in
each household.

4) NUM–WORK: Represents the number of employed persons i?
each household.

5) TYPE1: Represents the number of vehicle type 1 (auto)
available to each household.

6) TYPE2: Represents the number of vehicle type 2 (station
wagon) available to each household.

7) TYPE3: Represents the number of vehicle type 3 (passenger
van) available to each household.

8) TYPE4: Represents the number of vehicle type 4 (other
van) available to each household.
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9) TYPE5: Represents the number of vehicle type 5 (pickup
truck) available to each household.

10) TYPE6: Represents the number of vehicle type 6 (pickup
with ca!nper) available to each household.

11) TYPE7: Represents the number of vehicle 7 (other truck)
available to each family.

12) TYPE8: Represents the num]ber of vehicle type 8
(motorized camper coach) available to each household.

13) TYPE9: Represents the number of vehicle type 9 (motor-
cycle) available to each household.

14) TYPEIO: Represents the number of vehicle type 10
(!notorized bicycle/moped) available to each household.

15) TYPEI1: Represents the number of vehicle type 11 (other
privately owned vehicle) available to each household.

16) LIF CYC: Represents the life cycle of the household.
The diffe–rent cycles are:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

::
10:

Single adult, no children
Two or more adults, no children
Single adult, youngest child under age 6
Two or more adults, youngest child under age 6
Single adult, youngest child age 6 to 15
Two or more adults, youngest child age 6 to 15
Single adult, youngest child age 16 or older
Two or more adults,
Single adult,

youngest child age 16 or older
retired, no children

Two or more adults, retired, no children.

Three assumptions were made when calculating LIF CYC
variable. For cycle 10, only one adult in the household had to
be retired to qualify for this category. Persons age 16 to 21
were considered children if they were listed as children of the
responding person in the household roster, otherwise they were
considered adults. Persons over 21 who were listed as children
of the responding person were considered adults.

17) HH DTRP: Represents the number of travel day trips
taken by–each household. Each trip taken by the household is
counted only once. For example, if three household members
go on the same trip, it is counted as only one trip.

18) HH PTRP: Represents the number of travel period trips
by each–household. Period trips are defined similarly as
travel day trips.
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Vehicle File

The following variable was added to the SAS vehicle data
set. The variable names as they appear on the data set and a
description of each are given.

1) ANNMILES - The mileages of some vehicles were annualized
because of the length of ownership of the vehicle. If the
vehicle had been owned by a household for less than a year,
the mileage reported from the survey was annualized. This
was done by dividing the reported vehicle mileage by the
number of months owned and multiplying by twelve to obtain a
yearly estimate of miles driven. For vehicles that were
owned by a household for a year or more, the annualized mi les
variable is equal to the reported mileage.

Two assumptions were made in the annualization process.
First, if a vehicle was less than a year old and its reported
mileage was over 40,000 miles, then the annualized mileage
was set equal to the reported mileage. Second, if a vehicle
was less than a year old and its reported mileage was less
than 40,000 miles, but its annualized mileage was greater
than 40,000 miles, the annualized mileage was set equal to
40,000 miles.

Person File

The following two variables were added to the the SAS person
data set. Given below are the variable names as they appear on
the data set and a brief description of each.

1) PER DTRP: Represents the number of travel day trips
taken by–each member of the household. Each household member
on a trin counts the tri~. For examule, if three household
members go on a trip together,
trips.

2) PER–PTRP: Represents the
taken by each member of the
defined similarly as PRR-DTRP.

Travel Period

The following six variables

.-
it is counted as three person

number of travel period trips
household. The variable is

Trip File

were added to the SAS travel
period trip data set. The variable names as they appear on the
data set and an explanation of each are given below.

1) O HHTRIP: The variable is equal to one if the household
memb;r was the one who originally reported the outgoing
trip, otherwise the variable is equal to zero.

2) R HHTRIP: The variable is equal to one if the household
membe—r was the one who originally reported the return trip,
otherwise the variable is equal to zero. O-HHTHIP and
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R–HHTRIP were used to copy information from the record of
the household member who originally reported the trip to the
records of other household members on the trip.

3) O–DAYS: Represents the number of days frOLnDecember 31,
1982 to the beginning date of the outgoing trip.

4) O ENDAYS: Represents the number of days from December
31, 1~82 to the end date of the outgoing trip.

5) R–DAYS: Represents the nulnber of days from December 31,
1982 to the beginning date of the return trip.

6) R ENDAYS: Represents the number of days from December
31, 1V82 to the end date of the return trip.

For items 3-6 above, trips that ended between January 1 and
January 14 were assumed to have taken place in 1984. Trips that
ended between January 15 and January 31 were assumed to have
taken place in 1983.

Travel Day Trip File

The following three variables were added to the SAS travel
day trip data set. The variable names as they appear on the data
set and a description of each are given.

1) HH–TRIP: The variable is equal to one if the household
member was the person who originally reported the travel day
trip, otherwise it is equal to zero. HH–TRIP was used to
copy information from the record of the household member who
originally reported the trip to the record of other house-
hold members on the trip.

2) 13RIV: The variable is set equal to one if the person
was the principal driver on the travel day trip, otherwise
it is equal to zero.

3) OD–PURP: The origin-destination trip purpose variable
(OD–PURP) was calculated for each trip in the travel day
file by using the originally reported trip purpose and the
previous trip end. There are four responses for the origin-
destination purpose: home based work (HBW), home based
shopping (HBS), home based other (HBO), and non-home based
(NHB). If the trip purpose was to work or work-related (trip
purpose one or two), the trip was HBW, no matter where the
previous trip ended. If the trip purpose was shopping (trip
purpose three) and the trip either began or ended at home,
the trip was considered HBS. If the trip began or ended at
home, but the purpose was not work or work related or shop-
ping (trip purposes four to eleven), the trip was considered
HBO. If a trip did not begin or end at home and was not
work or work related or for shopping, then the trip was NHI3.
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Public Use Tape Request

Single copies of the tapes are available through the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA).

For governmental agencies and educational institutions, there is
no charge for tape copying. If no tapes are furnished with the
request, there is a $25 charge for each tape provided by FHWA.

For private individuals and all nongovernment or noneducat ion
organizations , there is a $36 charge per tape copied. In
addition, if no tapes are forwarded with the request, there is an
added charge of $25 for each tape provided by FHWA.

All tapes provided to FHWA should he 9-track.

Appropriate user documentation will be provided witn each
request.

All orders should be documented on the form found in Appendix G
and should clearly indicate:

1. Which version of the data is desired (SAS, TPL, EBCDIC);
2. Name andlor title of the individual or organization

making the request;
3. Number of tapes, if any, included with the request;
4. Amount of payment enclosed if applicable.

All checks or money orders should be made payable to:

Federal Highway Administration

Request and payment should be forwarded to:

Federal Highway Administration
Highway, Statistics Division
HHP-44 (NPTS)
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
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V. WEIGHTINGPROCEDURES
FORDATAFROMTHE 1983 NPTS

v. WEIGfITING P~EDURES FOR DATA FROtATHE 1983 NPTS

Introduction

This chapter will discuss the weighting procedures to be
applied to the 1983 NP’IS. These weighting factors are necessary
to obtain national estimates of NPTS characteristics. Details
are included for obtaining a national estimate of vehicle trips,
vehicle-miles of travel, person trips, and person-miles of
travel. Instructions are also outlined for expansion of house-
hold/person characteristics.

Although the travel day occurs within the 14-day travel
period, the estimates of total national travel obtained from
weighting the data from each are independent of each other and
should not be added together.

First, the procedures for each weighting type will be
described and demonstrated with examples. Then, the indepth
process used to develop the weights will be presented.

Proper Applications of Weights

Weighting the 1983 NPTS data sets will be demonstrated with
SAS procedures. The weight variable is usually factored down by
one-thousand or one-million to ensure that the numeric display
will fit in the table produced. The weight is then applied in a
PROC FREQ or PROC TABULATE step. Examples are given to show the
application of the weights in each data set for all cases used in
data analysis.

1. Household File: The weight variable used in the household
file is HHFIWGT. The variable is divided by one thousand in
the data step and then applied in the table producing step.

DATA TEMPI . SET HH.HH ;
HHFIWGT=H~FIWGT/1000 ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES FA[tiINC ;
WEIGHT HHF~WGT ;
TITLE1 ‘HOUSEHOLDS BY FAMILY INCOME! ;
TITLE2 ‘(WEIGHTED IN ‘THOUSANDS)’ ;
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2. Vehicle File: The weight variable used in the vehicle file
is also HHFIWGT. The variable is divided by one thousand in
the data step before being applied in the table producing
step.

DATA TEMP2 ; SET VEH.VEH ;
HHFIWGT=HHFIWGT/ lOOO ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES MOD–YEAR ;
WEIGHT HHFIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘VEHICLES BY MODEL YEAR! ;
T1TLE2 ‘(WEIGHTED IN THOUSANDS)’ ;

3. Person File: The person file contains two weight variables,
PEIFIWGT and PE2FIWGT, The first weight is used when
weighting demographic characteristics, such as sex or age.
The second weight is used when weighting non-demographic
characteristic CS, such as employment status. The weight
variable is divided by one thousand and applied in the table
producing step.

DATA TEMP3 ; SET PER.PER ;
PEIFIWGT=PEIFIWGT/ lOOO ;
PE2FIwGT=PE2FIwGT/looo ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES SEX ;
WEIGHT PEIFIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PERSONS BY SEX! ;
TI’rLE2 ‘(WEIGHTED IN THOUSANDS)! ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES STATUS ;
WEIGHT PE2FIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PERSONS BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS’ ;
TITLE2 !(WEIGHTED IN THOUSANDS)’ ;

4. Travel Day File: ‘There are two weight variables in the
travel day file, DAHFIWGT and DAPFIWGT. DAHFIWG’f is used
for estimating household vehicle trips and household vehicle
miles traveled (Vi4T)and DAPFIWGT is used for estimating
person trips and person miles traveled (PMT). A household
vehicle trip is a trip where the driver is a household
member and the vehicle used is a privately owned vehicle.
Each household trip is only counted once. For exatnple, if
three household members are on the sa!netrip together, it is
considered three person trips, but only one household trip.
The statements that are used to select the household trips
are shown in the example data steps.

To calculate VMT and P,UT, a temporary variable is
created in the data step. The new variable is the product
of multiplying the trip distance times the appropriate
weight. Whenever trip distances are being used, the unhnowns
must be removed. The weight variables are divided by one
million before being applied in the table producing step,
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a. Household Vehicle Trips and VLMT:

DATA TEMP4 ; SET DTRP.DTRP ;
IF HH TRIP=l ;
IF DR~V NO NE O ;
IF l<=M~ANS(=ll ;
IF DISTANCE(999999 ;
DAHFIWGT=DAHFIWGT/ lOOOOOO ;
HDISTWGT=DAHFIWGT*DISTANCE ;

PROC F~Q ;
TABLES PURPOSE ;
WEIGHT DAHFIWGT ;
TITLE1 IHOUSEHOLIIVEHICLE ‘TRIPSBY PURPOSE1 o
TITLE2 ‘(TRAVEL DAY TRIPS - WEIGHTED IN IdILL;ONS;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES PUWOSE ;
WEIGHT HDISTWGT :

I

TITLE1 IHOUSEHOLD VMT BY PURPOSE1 ;
TITLE2 ‘(TRAVEL DAY TRIPS - WEIGH’rED IN MILLIONS)’ ;

b. Person Trips and PMT:

DATA TEMP5 ; SET DTRP.DTRP :
IF DISTANCE<999999 ;
DAPFWIGT=DAPFIWGT/l 000000 ;
PDISTWGT=DAPFIWGT*DISTANCE ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES PURPOSE ;
WEIGHT DAPFIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PERSON TRIPS BY PURPOSE! .
TITLE2 I(TRAVEL DAy TRIPS - WEIGH+ED IN MILL10N5)’ ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES PURPOSE ;
WEIGHT PDISTWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PMT BY PURPOSE’ -
TITLE2 I(TRAVEL DAY TRIP; - WEIGHTED IN MILLIONS)i ;

5. Travel Period File: The travel period file is organized
the same way as the travel day file, with a weight variable
for each type of trip. PRHFIWGT is used when weighting
household vehicle trips and household VMT. PRPFIWGT is used
when weighting person trips and PLUT.Household vehicle trips
and person trips are defined the same as in the travel day
file. The statements used to select household vehicle trips
are illustrated in the eXaLmple data steps.
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When calculating VMT and PMT in the travel period file,
both the outgoing trip distance and the return trip distance
are used. The temporary variable used for weighting,
therefore, is the product of multiplying the appropriate
weight by the sum of the outgoing and return trip distances.
The weight variables are divided by one million in the data
step before being applied in the table producing step.

a. Household Vehicle Trips and VMT:

DATA TEMP6 ; SET E’TRP.PTRP ;
IF O HHTRIP=l ;
IF O–DRIVE NE O ;
IF 1~=0 MEANS<=ll ;
IF O DI~T<888888 ;
IF R–DIST<888888 ;
PRHF~WGT=PRHFIWGT/1000000 ;
HDISTWGT=PWFIWGT*(O–DIST+R–DIST) ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES O PURP ;
WEIGHT P~FIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE TRIPs BY PURPOSEI o
TITLE2 ’(TRAVEL PERIOD TRIPS - WEIGHTED IN MiLLIONS)’ ;

PROCFREQ’;
TABLES O PURP ;
WEIGHT ~–ISTWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘HOUSEHOLD WT 6Y PURPOSE.l ;
TITLEZ J(TRAVEL PERIOD TRIPS - WEIGHTED IN ,tiILLIoNs)’;

b. Person Trips and PMT:

DATA TEMP7 : SET PTRP.PTRP ;
IF O DIST<888888 ;
IF R–DIST<888888 ;
PRPF~WGT=PRPFIWGT/ 1000000 ;
PDISTWGT=PRPFIWGT* (0–DIST+R–DIST) ;

PROC FREQ ;
TABLES O PURP ;
WEIGHT P~FIWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PERSON TRIPS BY PURPOSEI ;
TITLE2 ‘(TRAVEL PERIOD TRIPS - WEIGHTED IN MILLIONS)’ ;

PRW FREQ ;
TABLE O PURP ;
WEIGHT PDISTWGT ;
TITLE1 ‘PMT BY BY PURPOSE’ ;
TITLE2 ‘(TRAVEL PERIOD TRIPs - WEIGHTED IN MILL1ONS)! ;
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Control Totals

Listed below are control numbers for various variables to
help the user in determining if the correct weighting Drocedure
has- heen used.

-.

1983 NPTS
CONTROL NUMBERS

VARIABLE 1977

Total Households 75,412

Total Vehicles 120,098

Total Persons 213,141

Total Licensed Drivers 127,552

Day trip
Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

file
Household* Vehicle Trips 108,826,000

Household* VMT

Person Trips

Person Miles of Trave

Period trip fiIe
Household* Vehicle Tr

Household* ~T

Person Trips

907,603,000

211,778,000

1,879,215,000

ps nla

nla

nla

Person Miles of Travel nla

Note: All numbers in thousands

* Household member driving, lneans of transpor
vehicle, and trip distance is known.

1983

85,371

143,714

229,453

147,015

126,874,000

1,002,139,000

224,385,000

1,946,662,000

455,000

171,827,000**

1,056,000

639,347,000**

ion is a private

CHANGE

13 %

20 %

8%

15 %

17 %

10 %

6%

3%

** Total trip distance is used (outgoing distance + return distance)
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Develo~ent of Weighting Factors

The following sections will cover the building blocks used
in creating the final weights that are applied to the data.
These building blocks can be found on the data files along with
the final weights which have already been calculated for you.
This should simplify the process of weighting the data signifi-
cantly. Please refer to the section on Proper Application of
Weights for specific usage of the final weights.

Each household, person, and trip included in the NPTS data
has been assigned a weight using some or all of the following
components:

Basic Weight

This weight is assigned to each travel day salnple to provide
national estimates for a particular travel day. It is found by
multiplying the base weight from the CPS sample by 7.194, because
of the CPS subsampling scheme, then by 12 (12 months per year),
and then by 14 (14 travel days per month). Basic weights for
special places and households in updated new construction were
obtained-
resultant

0

0

0

in much the same manner as for other housing uni ts. The
Basic Weighting Factors are as follows:

Special places and updated new construction households
in PSU8S that are nonself-represent ing - 2,095,248.5568

Special places and updated new construction households
in PSUrs that are self-representing - 1,571,436.4176

Other NPTS housing units - 1,884,204.6459

Duplication Control Factor

Some households need to have a duplication control factor
appl,ied in addition to a basic weight. These factors have been
appl]ed On an individual basis from CPS Duplication Control Files
developed for the CPS samples.

Household Noninterview Factors

A household noninterview factor, accounting for the house-
holds that were eligible to be interviewed, but were never inter-
viewed, was computed quarterly for each cell in Table V-1, for
each day of the week of travel day (Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
etc.). The factor is computed from the following formula:
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I

Ec + NEC

E=

Where:

Ec = Weighted estimate of interviewed households in a
Table V-1 cell for the quarter. (Note: A house-
hold is considered interviewed if at least one
person is interviewed.)

NEC = Weighted estimate of noninterviewed households in
the same Table V-1 cell for the same quarter.

TABLE V-1

HOUSEHOLD NON-INTEEVIEW CELLS: HOUSEHOLDS BY SIZE, RESIDENCE
AND DAY OF THE =

By Day of the Week of Travel Day

RESIDENCE SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD

1 2
SIJSA:

3 or More

Central City 1 31 51
Balance 4 34 54

Non-SMSA: 5 35 55

Each cellis count and computer factor are tested against the
following criteria:

0 The unweighed count of interviewed cases for a cell or
set Of cells must he at least 15

0 The noninterview adjustment factor for a cell or set of
cel 1s must be less than 2

If a specific cell fails to meet these criteria, counts for
the cell are combined in accordance with specified rules with
those from other cell(s), and the data for the set of cells are
retested against the criteria.
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and after
The following data has been printed out for each cell and

provided to FHWA. Included are counts for both before
the combining of cells.

0 Weighted count of interviewed households
0 Unweighed count of interviewed households
0 Weighted count of noninterviewed households
0 Unweighed count of noninterviewed households
0 Household noninterview factors

Within Household Noninterview (Type Z) Factors

About 6 percent of persons in the households in which inter-
views took place were not interviewed. The within-household
noninterview factors were used to account for those persons not
interviewed for NPTS from households in which at least one person
was interviewed. These factors were computed separately for
different person and household characteristics (i.e.. sex and age
categories, family income, and household vehicle ownership cate-
gories based on the NPTS interview) and also for day of the week
of Travel Day. The factor was computed from the following
formula:

A+B
A

where:

A = Weighted estimate of interviewed persons and

B = Weighted estimate of noninterviewed persons in
households in which at least one person was inter-
viewed

It was assumed that trips involving more than one person
were included, despite the noninterviews in a household. because
others in the household wouId have incIuded the trip. Trips
involving o’neperson would be missed if that person was a non-
interview for the Travel Day or Travel Period section of the

Therefore, the within household nonintervieW
?~~~~~?~~a$~~” applied only to person characteristics a~;r~~
characterist ics of trips involving only one pe rson.
separate factors were derived to apply to: a) estimates related
to travel day information; b) estilnates related to travel period
(household trips from one-person trips, person-trips. miles and
nights from one-person trips, vehicle-trips fr~m one-persOn trips
and vehicle-miles of travel from one-person trips); and c)
estimates of persons, use of safety devices, workers, and
drivers.

The following three tables (V-2a. V-2b. V-2C) define the
cells used to calculate the various factors.
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TABLE V-2a

WITHIN HOUSEHOLD NONINTERVIEW CELLS FOR FA~ ‘a”:
PERSONS BY HOUSf2HOLD Vf2HICLE OWNERSHIP, AGE, SEX,

AND DAY OF THE WEEK

Sex/Age
~Vehicle Male Fale
hership Under 20 20-64 65+ Under 20 20-64 65+

o 2
1

15
52 53 55 62 6; 65

2 or l.mknovm 92 93 95 102 103
3 or mre

105
122 123 125 132 133 135

Note: TheseCharacteristicsshouldbe obtainedfrom theMS questionnaire.

TABLE V-2b

WITHIN HOUSEHOLD NONINTEHVIRW CELLS FOR FACTOR “b”:
PERSONS BY HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE OWNERSHIP> AGE. SEX.

AND HOUSEHOLD INC064E

By Inc- Categories: $9,999or less,$10,000-$14.999,$15,000-$24,999.
$25,000-$34,999,and $35,000or mre.

Sul&e
WVehicle Male F-le
~ership Under 20 20-64 65+ Under 20 20-64 65+

5 13 15
1 52 53 55 62 63 65

2 or tiwm 92 93 95 102 103 105
3 or mre 122 123 125 132 133 135

Note: These Characteristicsshouldbe obtainedfrom theNPTS questionnaire.

TABLE V-2C

WITHIN HOUSRHOLD NONINTERVIEW CELLS FOR FACTOR ‘C”:
PERSONS BY HOUSEHOLD LOCATION, AGE, SEX,

AND HOUSEHOLD IN-

By InccmeCategories: $9,999or less,$10,OOO-$14.999,$15,000-$24,999,
$25,000-$34,999,and $35,000or mre.

Sex/Age
Residence Male F=le

Under 20 20-64 65+ Under 20 20-64 65+
InsideM
CentralCity:
Outside
Gntral City:
Outside-:

2 3 5 72 73 75

22 23 25 92 93 95
32 33 35 102 103 105

Note: These ~aracteristics shouldbe obtained from theNPTS
questionnaireor the sample file.
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AS was the case for the Household Noninterview Factor,
criteria have been established to determine whether a particular
cell will be utilized alone or be combined with other cell (s) for
factor-determina tion purposes. The following data has been
printed out for each cell and supplied to FHWA. Included are
counts for before and after the cell-collapsing process:

0 Weighted count of interviewed persons
0 Unweighed count of interviewed persons
o Weighted count of noninterviewed persons
0 Unweighed count of noninterviewed persons
0 The within household noninterview factors

Ratio Estimation Factors

The distribution of a sample usually differs somewhat from
the distribution of the total populating from which the sample
was drawn, in terms of such characteristic cs as age, race, sex,
residence, etc. To compensate for this, various stages of ratio
estimate factors were applied to bring the sample distribution
into closer agreement with the total population, resulting in
reduction of sample estimate variability. In addition, some
ratio estimate factors were applied to correct for known NpTS
sample deficiencies with regard to household coverage and within
household coverage of persons.

First Stage Ratio EstimateL-Factor - This factor was used to
reduce the sampling variability resulting from the sampl ing of
Psu’s. It took into account the differences that existed at the
time of the 1980 Census between the distribution of the sample
nonself representing PSU!S and all the nonself representing PSU’S
within employment status-sex-res idence categories within each
Census region of the country. Table V-3 outlines the adjustment
cell categories. The factor was equal to:

Where:

C = 1980 Census employment status-sex-residence popula-
tion counts for all nonself-represent ing PSU’S in a
region, and

D = Estimate of the employment status-sex-residence
population using 1980 Census counts for the sample
nonself-represent ing PSUIS in a region.
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TABLE V-3

NPTS FIRST STAGE ADJUSTMENT CRLLS

Employm ent Status/Sex

Region Not Employed or
Residence Under 16 Employed Not in Labor Force

Male Female Male Female Male Fe,nale

Northeast

SMSA x x x x x x
Non-SMSA x x x x x x

North Central

SMSA x x x x x x
Non-SMSA x x x x x x

South

SMSA x x x x x x
Non-SMSA x x x x x x

West

SMSA x x x x x x
Non-SMSA x x x x x x

The numerator, C, was calculated by taking the 1980 Census
counts for each employment status-sex-res idence category and
summing them across all nonself-representing PSUIS in a region.
The denominator, D, was calculated by taking the 1980 Census
counts for each employment status-sex-residence category for each
sample nonself-represent ing PSU, and weigbting these counts.

Second Stage Ratio Estimate Factor - This factor was used to
reduce sampling variability and to correct for household coverage
problems. It was computed separately for different reference
person characteristics, sex-residence-empl oyment-education, for
each quarter. It was calculated with the formula:



Where:

E = Independent estimate of households for a specific
sex-residence-emplOyrnent-education category for a
specific quarter, and

F = We ight ed samp 1e estimate of hOusehO 1ds fOr a
specific sex-res idence-empl oymen t-educ ation cate-
gory for a specific quarter.

The ce11s forlned by the various combinations of categor ies
are shown in Tab 1e V-4. The aforement ioned independent estimates
we re de rived from Curren t Popu 1ation Survey (CPS) da ta. The
resulting second stage ratio estimate factors were applied to
household characteristics and to household trip characteristics
for trips involving more than one person from a household.

Third Stage Ratio Estimate Factor - This factor was used to
reduce sampling variability and to correct for both household and
within household coverage problems. The factor was computed
separately for the cells formed by various combinations of age-
race-sex categories (See Table V-5). The factor was calculated
through use of the formula:

Where:

G=

H=

Independent estimate of persons in a specific age-
race-sex category for a specific quarter, and

Weighted sample estimate of persons in a specific
~ge-race-sex category for a specific quarter.

Independent estimates of the civilian noninstitutional U.S.

~i;ths, deaths, immigration, and Armed Forces strength by age,
0 UIation based on the 1980 Census as we 11 as on statistics for

race and sex were used in ca 1cu1ating the th ird stage ratio
estimate factor(s). The factors were applied to person charac-
teristics, household trip charac teristics fOr trips invO 1ving
only one person from a househo Id, and person -trip cha rac ter is-
tiCS. The third stage factor, rather than a secOnd-stage factOr~
was app1ied to househo 1d-trips for those triPS invO 1ving on1Y One
person because the characteristics would be affected by both
household and within household coverage problems. Separate
factors were derived which apply to one-person travel day infOr-
ma tion, one-person travel period information, individual worker
and driver information, and all other person information.
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TABLE V-4

SECOND STAGE WTIO ESTIMATE CELLS

:sidence
~loyment & Mucati0n2 MarriedCouple Othernle Other fmle
[ Reference Person referenceperson referenceperson

?side=3: In Central
ity

GradeSchool
High School
College

Not ~loyed, Not in
Lahr Force

]side~: Not in
:ntralCity

@loyed:

Grade School
High School
~llege

Not @loyed, Not in
LaborForce

14

62
65
69

74

1002
1005
1009

1014

1062
1065
1069

1074

302
305
309

314

362
365
369

374

~loyed:

GradeSchool 92 1092
High School

392
95 1095 395

College 99 1099 399

Not ~IOyed, Not in
Labor Force 104 1104 404

@loyed includesall prsons wrking for py or profit,or withoutpay on a familyfam
or business. It also includesthoseAowre t~rarily absentfrcxnmrk. This can k
obtainedfranresponses1 and 2 in sourcecode 302, or a ‘Yesitresponsein sourcecedes
303 or 304.
Fducation refers to thehighestgradec~leted. Grade schoolrefersto all grades
through8, or no school. High schoolrefersto grades9 through12.
Note, thesetabulationsare basedon 1970~ definitions.
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THIRD STAOE

TABLE V-5

RATIO ESTIMATE CELLS

Sex/Race
Ma Ie FemaIe

Age B 1ack Non-B 1ack B1ack Non-Black

5-15 2 3 202 203

16-19 15 16 215 216

20-24 31 32 231 232

25-34 42 43 242 243

35-44 47 48 247 248

45-54 50 51 250 251

55-64 60 61 260 261

65+ 80 81 280 281

Estimates for Travel Day Trips

To obtain travel day trip characteristics additional factors
must be applied to the Initial Person Weight or to the initial
household weight. Trips which were reported only for travel days
were taken only during the first 14 days in each month. Factors
to expand the travel day to the full 89 or 92 days of trips in a
quarter must be applied. These time inflation factors for travel
day are listed in Table V-6.

For each travel day, weighted quarterly estimates for each
of the relevant subgroups are developed by multiplying the
weighted subgroup total for each travel day in a given quarter by
the appropriate Travel Day Time Inflation Factor from Table V-6.
Annual estimates of trips can be made by adding the estitnates for
the quarters in the year together.
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TABLE v-6

TIME INFLATION FACTORS FOR TRAVEL DAY

Dates

1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12
1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10, 11,12
1,2,5,6,7,8,9,12,13,14
3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13
1,2,3,7,8,9,10,14
1,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
2,3,4,5,9,10,11,12
1,2,6,7,8,9,13,14
4,5,6,7,11,12,13,14
2,5,9,12
3,7,10,14
4,7,11,14

1,8
5,12
10
6,7,13,14
10,11
1,2,8,9
4
2,9
6,13

1,8
6,13
3,10

3
3,4,5
10
11

7,14
7,14
4,11
2,3,4
3,10
1,8
5,12

6,13
6,13
10
2,7,9,14
4,6,11,13

of February
of March
of April
of May
of June
of July
of August
of September
of October
of November
of December
of January

of May
of June
of July
of August
of September
of October
of November
of December
of January

of November
of December
of January

of April
of September
of October
of November

of February
of March
of April
of July
of November
of December
of January

of February
of March
of April
of May
of June

Factors

13
7

1

11
T
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TABLE v-6 TIME INFLATION FACTORS FOR TRAVEL DAY (Continued)

Dates

9,11
6,7,13,14
4,5,11,12
8,9

1,2

1,8
12
3

of July
of November
of December
of January

of January

of August
of September
of October

Factors

Of course, should a trip estimate for a specific travel day
be desired, the initial person or household weight can be used
without applying the Travel Day Time Inflation Factor. To esti-
mate travel day trips for more than a single travel day (for
example, the first five days in April), the estimate of trips for
each of the days should be developed, and these estimates should
be summed. Again, no use of the Travel Day Time Inflation Factor
is made.

Estimates for Travel Period Trips

To obtain a weighted subgroup total for a travel period trip
characteristic where:

n = the number of days in month

i = the number of the day of the month for which trips were
being reported (where a trip was reported on the day it
ended)

Since the 14-day travel period ends on the ‘travel day” and
since the travel day must be one of the first 14 days of the
month, i (during the 14-day travel period) must be between
14, th :;;or between n-12 and n. The probability, Pi, that the I
is covered is (15- i)/14, if i is between 1 and 14, and (13-
n+ i)/14, if i is between n-12 and n. Diagram V-1 provides a
schematic representation of the proportion of households that
could report travel period trips for a given day of the month.
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DIAGRAM V-1

Schematic representation of the proportion of the 667 households assigned

to month of interview in NPTS that could report travel period trips for a given day.
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To obtain a weighted estimate of any characteristics (trips,
persons, or household characteristics) pertaining to the i‘h day
Of a particular month, a factor of (1/14)x(l/Pi) must be applied
to the initial person or household weight. Thus, using the first
day of the month as an example,

and the factor

This factor, the Travel Period Covered Day Factor, should be
applied tO all travel period trips ending on the first day of the
month.

To estimate trips for more than 1 day, the weighted estimate
of trips for each day under consideration should be developed as
discussed above and summed to form the final estimate. Thus, the
estimate of travel period trips ending during the first five days
in April is obtained by calculating the weighted estimate of
trips for each of the five days (using the Traveled Period
Covered Day Factor for each day) and then summing the estimates
for each of the five days.

Since trips reported for the 14-day travel periods cover 27
days in a month, it is necessary to use the appropriate Time
Inflation Factor for Travel Period (Table V-7) to o“btain a quar-
terly estimate of trips from trips reported for the 14-day travel
periods.



TABLE V-7

TIb5 INFLATION FACTORS FOR TRA~ PERIOD

Dates

2,3,5,9, 10,12,16,17,19,23,24,26
2,3,5,9,10J1z,19,23 ,24,26,30,31
2,6,7,9,13,14,20,21,23 ,27,28,30
3,5,10,12,19,24,26,31
2,7,9,14,21,23,28,30
5,7,12,14,19,21,26,28
3,5,10,12,19,24,26,31
2,7,9,14,21,z3,z8,30
5,7,12,14,19,21,26,28
2,9,23,30
7;14,2i,28
4,11,19’,26

1,4,8,11,18,22,25
1,4,8,11,22,25,29
1,5,8,12,19,22,26,29
4.6,11,13,20,25,27
1,3,8,10,22,24,29
1,6,8,13, 20,zz,z7,29
2,4,9,11,23,25,30
I,6,8,13,20,zz,z7,29
4,6,11,13,20,25,27

1,8,22,29
6,13,20,27
3,10,25

2,9,23
6,13,20,27
11,25

6,13.20
4;11”
8,23,30

7,14,21,28
7,14,21,28
3,4,11,18,25
28,29,3o
2,3,4
3,4,5
10
11,24,25,26,27
24,25,26,31
1,2

of February
of March
of April
of May
of June
of July
of August
of September
of October
of November
of December
of January

of February
of March
of April
of May
of June
of July
of August
of September
of October

of November
of December
of January

of May
of June
of July

of November
of Dece]nber
of January

of February
of March
of April
of May
of July
of September
of October
of November
of December
of January

Factors

14
ii

1
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TABLE V-7 TIME INFLATION FACTORS FOR TRAVEL PERIOD (Continued)

Dates

7,14,21,28
11,18,25
2,9,23,30

5,12,19
3,10
7,14,22,29

6,13,20,27
6,13,20,27
10,24
7,14,21
4,11,18,25
9,23,30
4,7,14,18,21,28
2,5,9,12,19,23,30
6,9,13,21,24,28,31

1,8,22
5,12,19,26
10,24,31
1,6,8,13,20,22,27,29
10,12,19.24.26
1,3,8,22;24;29,31
3,10
1;8,22,29
5,12,20,27

Factors

of August
of September 12
of October i-i

of November
of December 10
of January T

of February
of March
of April
of May
of June
of July
of November
of December
of January

of May
of June
of July
of August
of September
of October
of November
of December
of January
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Annual trip estimates may be obtained by using tne subgroup
estimates for each day (using all of the appropriate described
factors), and summing these for all days in the 14-day travel
periods in the year.

A further adjustment needs to be made when a combination of
travel day and travel period information is to be used to find
trip and travel estimates. Travel period trips ending on the
last day of the travel period are, of course, reported on the
travel day as well. In addition, trips of 75 miles or more
beginning on or before the travel day and ending after it are
represented in a different travel period. The overlap between
travel period and travel day trips can be eli[ninated by checking
the item on the questionnaire (source code 638) which flags thoae
trips in Section VI, Travel Day,
Section V-14,

which are also included in
Day Travel Period. Any travel period trips identi-

fied in this procedure should be proceaaed by applying the appro-
priate weighting factors (just as any other travel period trip
would be processed), and ‘then subtracting them from the weighted
total trips. Next, the long trips ending after the travel day
(sOme port iOn of which have been reported for the travel day) are
subtracted after identification by means of source code 640.
Distances in all travel day trips taken after the last return
home for the day are summed and this figure is added to the
number of miles traveled on the last trip before returning home
(source code 640). If this figure is at leaat 150 miles, then
all the trips which have been added together overlap. Where the
total is less than 150 miles and the first trip for the travel
day did not begin at home (source code 604), judgment has been
used to determine whether or not there is overlap. If the first
trip for the day began at home and the total distance for all
trips taken after the last return holne for the day (including the
distance entered in source code 640) was less than 150 miles, no
overlap was considered to have occurred.

If overlap was found, it was counted as one trip. Esti!nates
of total trips and total mileage have been obtained by adding
travel period and travel day weighted estimatea and subtracting
the weighted overlap.

Co-ercial Driving

Eatimates for travel day, travel period, and total commer-
cial driving mileage can be produced by dividing the mileage in
flmiles driven ~S an essential part of work in the 14-day travel
period” (source code 406) by 14 to obtain an average daily esti-
mate for each day within the travel period. Each day is then
treated as a one-peraon travel period trip, with probabilities
(pis) and time inflation factors being applied. These estimates
of commercial driving can be added to the combined estimates of
travel period and travel day, since there is no overlap.
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Initial Weights

The NPTS data tape contains both an initial household weight
and an initial person weight. These have been calculated as
follows:

Initial Household Weight = ~BAWGT =

(Basic Weight) x
(Duplication Control Factor) x
(Household Noninterview FactOr)

Initial Person Weight = PEBAWGT =

(Basic Weight) x
(Duplication Control Factor) x
(HousehOld Noninterview Factor) x
(Within Household Noninterview Factor) x

t

Final Weights

The following are the procedures we used for calculating the
final weights.

Household level:

HHFIWGT = HHBAWGT * 1st Stage Factor * 2nd Stage Factor
12 *

Where: HHFIWGT is the final household weight
HHBAWGT is base weight on the final Census tape

Person level:

for demographic variables

PEIFIWGT = HHBAWGT * 1st Stage Factor * 3rd Stage Factor (d)
12 14

for non-demographic variables

PE2FIWGT = PEBAWGT(C) * 1st Stage * 3rd Stage (c)
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Where: PEIFIWGT is final person weight for demographic
variables

PE2FIWGT is final person weight for non-demogra-
phic variables

HHBAWGT is basic weight from Census tape
PEBAWGT(C) is basic person weight for charac-

teristics

Vehicle level:

HHFIWGT same as household level

Household Trips:

day trips

one person on trip
DAHFIWGT = PEBAWGT(a) * 1st Stage factor * 3rd Stage factor (a)

* Trip inflation factor

two or more persons on trip
DAHFIWGT = HHBAWGT * 1st Stage factor * 2nd Stage factor

* Trip inflation factor

period trips

one person on trip
PRHFIWGT = PEBAWGT(b) * 1st Stage factor * 3rd Stage factor(b)

* Trip inflation factor * 1 * &
n

two or more Dersons on triw
PRHFIWGT = &BAWGT * 1st S~age factor * 2nd Stage factor

* Trip inflation factor *1 * 1
m n

Where: DAHFIWGT is final household day trip weight
PRHFIWGT is final household period trip weight
WBAWGT is basic weight from Census tape
PEBAWGT(a) is basic person weight for day trips
PEBAWGT(b) is basic person weight for period trips
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Person Trips:

day trips

one person on trip
DAPFIWGT = PEBAWGT(a) * 1st Stage * 3rd Stage (a)

* Travel Day Trip infIatiOn factOr

two or more persons on trip
DAPFIWGT = HHBAWGT * 1st Stage * 3rd Stage (d)

* Travel Day Trip inflation factor

period trips

one person on trip
PRPFIWGT = PEBAWGT(b) * 1st Stage * 3rd Stage (b)

* Travel Period Trip inflatiOn factOr * 1 * ~
P-i- 14

two or more persons on trip
PRPFIWGT = HHBAWGT * 1st Stage * 3rd Stage (d)

* Travel Period Trip inflatiOn factOr * 1 * &
Fi

where; DAPFIWGT is final person day trip weight
PRPFIWGT is final person periOd trip weight
HHBAWGT is basic weight frOm Census taPe
PEBAWGT(a) is basic person weight for day tri s
PEBAWGT(b) is hasic person weight for period ?rips
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VI. COMPARISONOF 1983
NPTSWITH 1969 AND 1977 NPTS

Based on the results from and uses made of the 1969 and 1977
iiPTS, modifications to the data codes used in 1977 were made to
provide for more efficient data collection in 1983. Detailed
below are the significant differences apparent when the 1983 NPTS
data formats and codes are compared to the 1977 and 1969 NPTS.

Differences between 1983 NpTS and 1977 and 1969 NPTS

Trip Purposes

The number of trip purposes went from 11 in 1969 to 21 in
1977 and back to 11 in 1983. As Table VI-1 illustrates, the 1983
trip purposes closely parallel those found in the 1969 survey.
Conventions, sightseeing, entertainment , recreation (partici-
pant), overnight lodging, social, change vehicle without change
mode, change means of transportation, and pick-up or leave-off
passengers are the 1977 NPTS trip purposes that have been
eliminated in formulating the 1983 NPTS trip purposes. The
‘return home” trip purpose (code I!1811)in the 1977 NpTS has been
incorporated outside the basic codes for trip purpose in the
coding schemes for trips both in the 14-day travel period and on
the travel day in the 1983 data.

Vehicle Type

In vehicle type cOding for 1983 personal use taxi, a
separate code in 1977 was combined into the ‘autoN category.
Vans, coded as ‘vanbus/minibusfl ~rllpickup truck/other van” in

1977 were coded as “passenger vann or ‘other van” in 1983.
Ilpickup truck~ ~a= ~ade a separate code in 1983, as was ‘pickup
with camper.fl The 1977 category for ~self-contained recreational
vehiclen was modified to ~motorized camper coach,~ or flpickup
witb camper.jt A category for !!OtherPrivate]y-owned vehicle” was
added in 1983. While the 1977 truck categories ‘truck (other
than pickup) (personal use)~ and ~truck (commercial use)flwere
combined into the singIe category, ‘lother truck” for 1983. In
1983 a separate vehicle category, ‘station wagon,” was coded in
addition to ‘autO.n Several vehicle characteristics were added
including: the vehiclets seating capacity, the type of fuel it
uses, and the type of passenger restraint, if any, with which the
vehicle is equipped.
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Income

Income categories were revised from 15 in number in 1977 to
17 for the 1983 NPTS. The minimum income group category was
raised from ‘under $2,000m to “under $5,000,” while the maximum
category dropped from ‘$1OO.OOO and over” tO ‘$80,000 and mOre.”

TABLE VI-1

1983, 1977 AND 1969

NPTS ~IPS PDRPOSRs AND cof3f2s

- 1969nip ~*S @ 1977TripPurposes Q 1983TripPurpo6es

01
02

03
04

05

06
07
08
09
10

11

To uurk
~siness othertti to
wrk

Shcpping
Otherfamilyor personal
business

To schoolor church

To doctoror dentist
Vacation
Visitfriendsor relatives
Pleasuredriving
Othersocialrecreational

Other

01
02

07
08

04

06
14
09
10
11
5
12
13
20

:;
15

16

17

18
19

To placeofwrk
Work-relatedbusiness

Shopping
Familyor personal
bsiness

Civic,educationalor
religious
bctor or dentist
Vacation
Visitfriendsor relatives
Pleasuredriving
Sightseeing
Tatwal
Entertai~nt
~:;::tion(participant)

Other
Gnvmtion
%nge vehiclewithout
changeof de
mange mans (de) of
transportation
Pick-upor leave-off
passenger

Return&
Lcdging

01
02

03
04

05

06
07
0s
09
10

To or frawrk
tirk-relatedhsiness

*opping
Otherfamilyor Pers-1
business

School/Gurch

tictOriDentist
Vacation
Visitfriendsor relativ
Pleasuredriving
Othersocialor recreati

Other



Rural/Urban ‘Split of Travel

The detail in the 1977 study interviews regarding trip
tracing on an area map to determine the proportion of each trip
in rural and in urban areas has been eliminated from the 1983
data. Therefore, as was true in the 1969 NPTS, travel was
related to the place of residence of the tripmaker.

Non-Family Income

A separate question regarding non-family income has been
added in the 1983 NPTS. In 1977, only family income category was
present.

Non-family income represents the income of aI1 persons under
one roof that are not related. Family income represents the
income of all related individuals.

Public Transportation Data

Questions in the 1977 study regarding distance from home to
the nearest inter-city bus terminal, train station and airport
have been dropped from the 1983 NPTS. The 1983 NPTS, similar to
the 1977 study contains quest ion on the type and proximity of the
nearest public transportation facility.

Carpool Data

The 1977 NPTS question which asked if persons in a carpool
are members of the same household has been eliminated in 1983.
Data on carpool arrangements prior to any change in the principal
means of transportation to work within the previous year were
also dropped in 1983.

Parking Data

Questions on
work and whether
added to the 1983

Travel Day

availability of employer-provided parking at
the employee pays to park at work have been
NPTS questionnaire.

Details in the 1977 NPTS on the place and cost of parking
and period covered by that cost have been reduced in the 1983
study to simply wbether parking was involved on the trip and, if
so, whether there was a parking cost. In addition to the main
purpose of the trip, a trip purpose is
household member on the trip.

a150 asked of each
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1977
more

each
NPTS

Trips of 75 Miles–or–More (One-way)

In 1969, long trips were defined as ‘overnight travel.m In
and 1983 long trips were defined as trips of 75 miles Or
one-way from home.

Questions on type of lodging and number of nights spent in
lodging type have been eliminated in the 1983 study. 1977
detail on household members’ percentage of driving have been

simplified to include only an inquiry as to whether anyone, other
than the principal driver on the trip, shared the driving. De-
tail on each portion of these trips has been eliminated in favor
of reporting the trip as a single entity including side trips
taken on the way to the final trip destination. Provision,
however, has now been made for including all reasons for the trip
in addition to the main trip purpose.

Safety Devices

A section in the 1983 questionnaire has been added to obtain
detailed information on use of safety devices in household
vehicles, including such information as reasons for wearing/not
wearing seat belts, frequency of seat belt use, motorcycle hel!net
use, and whether or not the household member had any accidents as
a driver during the previous 12 months where an injury occurred.
Information on child safety devices is also included.
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TABLE10
AVERAGEDAILYVMT PER HOUSEHOLD

BY PURPOSEAND INCOME
(TRAVELDAY TRIPS-HEIGHTED)

FamilyIncome

Under $;;:;:;-$;g:~:f-$30,000-$40,000-
$10,000 39,999 and over Total

OriginDestination
Purpose

HomeBasedNork 3.2 9.1 14.5 f7.4 18.7 11.1

1,2 2.5 3.2 3.2 6.4 2.6

HomoBasadOther 5.8 10.8 13.B 1s.5 19.0 12.2

Non-HomeBased 2.6 6.7 6.9 8.6 9.3 6.3

Total 12.7 29.1 38.4 47.7 51.4 32.2
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